
Like in so many things these past six months, COVID-19 inter-
fered in the Summer edition of PSYCHED. I apologize—but now 
we’re back! In this edition, you will find a compilation of articles 
that focus on what we have learned thus far from the COVID-19 
pandemic. As your Chair, I have learned much and if it were pos-
sible to have a silver lining, I believe the way we deliver mental 
health care will be forever changed in a positive patient-cen-
tric way. Here are some of the things I have learned during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

•  Communication. In a large, diverse, and spread out depart-
ment like Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine, communication 
has always been a challenge. Despite the instant isolation that 
occurred as we immediately pivoted to working from home, our 
Department faced enormous communication challenges. Initi-
ating weekly Town Hall meetings has enhanced communication 
greatly. These weekly meetings have been very well received 
and from my Town Hall experience, a best practice. Our weekly 
town hall meetings have averaged an attendance of 60 over 24 
weeks. Weekly executive leadership meetings have also great-
ly enhanced leadership communication. I believe coordinating 
and supporting these Webex meetings has greatly challenged 
our support teams (thanks so much Joy Ehlenbach and others 
for stepping up to the challenge), but it has allowed our Depart-
ment to function and operate at a very high level despite the 
pandemic. 

•  Meetings. Before COVID, I traveled back and forth between the 
VA, Froedtert, MCW, and the Tosa Center two or three times 
(or more) daily, putting on lots of extra miles per year on my 
car. Often, I scheduled 30 minutes downtime between meetings 
to travel. Since COVID hit, I can stay at one site all day, with 
no downtime between meetings, and can even fit more meet-
ings into my day. The efficiency has been noticeably better. It has 
been much easier on my car. The downside, though, is that the 
in-person touches are lost. For example, I would pull an MCW 

or hospital leader to the side before or after a meeting for guid-
ance or input, and this is no longer an option. It is also harder to 
build relationships with new leaders virtually versus in-person.  

•  Furloughs. I learned how terrible furloughs are. They helped 
MCW mitigate the financial challenges, but it is the hardest 
thing I have had to do during my tenure as your Chair. To fur-
lough some amazing members of our Department due to the 
pandemic was extremely difficult for me, but much more diffi-
cult for them. I especially learned this first hand as I facilitated 
one of the support groups available to furloughed individuals.   

•  Tele-MH Care. I learned a long time ago through my work at 
the Milwaukee VA that tele-MH care is effective and well accept-
ed by most patients. As the national emergency was called by the 
federal government due to the pandemic, we were able to bill 
for tele-MH care at the same rates as in person care. The com-
bination of the impact of this economic change, the risk of pa-
tient-provider or provider-patient infection with COVID, and 
the need to conserve PPE shifted us overnight to delivering al-
most all of our outpatient MH care to be delivered via tele-med-
icine. Patients have shown their support and we have seen our 
no-show rates decline.  

•  Physical Distancing is not Social Distancing. I have learned to 
keep my distance from others and the challenges of this six-feet-
apart request. And even though I learned to call it “social dis-
tancing,” I learned that it is more appropriately called “physical 
distancing.” We can stay socially connected and close despite the 
required physical distancing.

•  Working from Home. I have learned that we can accomplish so 
much working from home. Our Department has pivoted in the 
blink of an eye to working at home yet maintaining a high lev-
el of productivity. Many individuals have told me that they can 
access their data from home effectively to move their research 
forward in a way they never imagined. (continued on next page) 

Notes from the Department Chair
WE HAVE LEARNED SO MUCH FROM THE PANDEMIC
COVID-19 has been challenging for all of us in so many ways and it still is. Our world has turned upside down, 
and it will never be the same again. Isn’t the physical distancing hard? I miss going to a Brewers game! I miss 
coming into the office and seeing my colleagues without masks. I have not been able to see my own Mother for 
six months. She resides in a community living center locally, but I am not allowed to visit. I miss going out with 
my wife or kids for dinner. What a different world we are in!
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Notes from Administration
WHAT WE DID (AND STILL DO) 
ON OUR COVID-19 “VACATION”

It was the 3rd week in March, 2020, over 25 
weeks ago, that the faculty, staff, and learners 
in the Department of Psychiatry and Behav-
ioral Medicine pivoted to a remote work-at-
home (“virtual”) environment. This conver-
sion was in response to a directive from MCW 
Executive Leadership to conduct its missions 
remotely versus on-site. Clearly, this directive 
was intended to protect the MCW family of 
faculty, staff, learners, patients, and visitors 
from contracting and spreading COVID-19. 
Within a period of approximately seven days, 
over 90% of Psychiatry’s workforce (excluding 
faculty based at the VA) moved to a virtual 
environment and by the last week of March, 
2020, work in all mission areas proceeded, un-
interrupted. So how was this pivot administra-
tively supported? There are many reasons, but 
four of them come to mind:

Workforce. Faculty and staff leaders were im-
mediately empowered to evaluate workforce 
needs, evaluate the capability to perform work 
either remotely or on-site, deploy staff appro-
priately, and develop methods to effectively 
complete mission-critical activities, identify 
tasks that could be suspended, or, by necessi-
ty, continued. As a Department geographically 
and programmatically diverse and robustly en-
gaged in all four mission areas of MCW—edu-
cation, clinical care, research, and community 
engagement—this was no small task.

Technology. Historically and as a matter of 
practice, we have administratively and central-
ly maintained a comprehensive inventory of 
desktop PCs, laptops, and peripherals. This in-
ventory enabled us to identify “who had what” 
and “who needed what” to keep the business 
of Psychiatry going. As we moved to a virtu-
al work environment, technology was quickly 
re-deployed, re-purposed, or, when necessary, 
purchased.

Supply Chain Management. Who would have 
guessed that “PPE” would become a regular 
part of Psychiatry’s vernacular? Ensuring that 
the Department had (and continues to have) 
PPE—personal protective equipment—be-
came essential in keeping the clinical and re-
search missions active and safe. Combined 
with creative “sourcing,” every business rela-

tionship and contact has been tapped to en-
sure a steady range of PPE—disinfectant, face 
shields, and gowns. This has been equally true 
for securing technology, especially laptops and 
peripherals.

Communication. New methods of commu-
nication were quickly identified to replace 
face-to-face interactions in every mission area. 
Different platforms were utilized including 
Webex, BlueJeans, MyChart, Doximity, Mes-
senger, Microsoft Teams as well as Facetime, 
Zoom, Skype, texting, cell phones, and email. 
These platforms required a flexibility and 
adeptness that allowed for continuous com-
munication between faculty, staff and learners. 

In addition to adopting new methods, the 
frequency and purpose of communication 
changed. Daily 9 a.m. phone calls with admin-
istrative staff leaders were instituted to ensure 
consistency of the message, share information, 
and coordinate regular “deliverables,” weekly 
calls with the core administrative team oc-
curred, weekly department Town Halls were 
conducted, and a monthly meeting of the de-
partment’s Executive Committee was moved 
to weekly and was expanded to include clinical 
leaders. Frequent email updates, minutes from 
regular Town Halls meetings were distributed, 
and feedback was welcomed. 

Communication has the been the tie that binds 
and technology has been the tool. None of this 
happens by accident and it all has been facili-
tated by a dedicated core administrative team 
comprised of Joy Ehlenbach, Dawn Norby, 
Joan Sowatzke, and Keane Weinreich, and then 
complimented by a strong senior staff team 
comprised of Scott Belanger, Kevin Brown, 
Bob Huberty, Gary Koenig, Tom Lytle, and 
Karen Opgenorth.  

What have we learned? The faculty, staff, and 
learners in the Department of Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Medicine are flexible, nimble, 
adaptable, and have never worked harder to 
keep the missions of the Department active, 
relevant and effective during a pandemic that 
is still going on.  

David Peterson, MBA, FACMPE
Department Administrator Clinical

••   (from page 1) Our success in 
working from home will as-
sist in adjusting our future 
space needs, allowing us to de-
crease our infrastructure cost. 

•   Our Employer Really Does 
Care About Us. Dr. Raymond’s 
leadership has been caring and 
supportive. He has led with 
grace, dignity, and unwavering 
principle. This strong leadership 
is keeping us safe as an organiza-
tion and individually. Financial-
ly adjusting their margin to 0% 
while still attempting to pay in-
centives shows me that they put 
their people above profit.

•  Virtual Support Groups are 
Effective. I learned that sup-
port groups can be effectively 
managed and provided virtually. 
Group therapy can instill hope in 
a virtual setting, and our Depart-
ment proved this while selfless-
ly administering to care for our 
MCW staff and faculty. 

What an incredible and resil-
ient Department we have! I have 
learned just how supportive and 
caring Psychiatry and Behavioral 
Medicine faculty, staff, and train-
ees are. In the midst of a crisis 
where many would turn inward 
toward themselves, our Depart-
ment turned outward to support 
their community in so many ways 
that I could never have imagined! 
When we work together, we can 
accomplish so much! I am so 
proud of you and thankful for you 
and your hard work. I struggle to 
put this pride and appreciation 
into words. THANK YOU.
.

Jon A. Lehrmann, MD
Charles E. Kubly Professor 
and Chairman, Department 
of Psychiatry and Behavioral 
Medicine
Associate Chief of Staff for Mental 
Health, Milwaukee VAMC
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Clinical Notes
EDUCATION CHANGES 
DUE TO COVID

The pandemic necessitated multiple changes in the education 
of our trainees. Essentially overnight, we saw changes to rota-
tions, didactics and daily communication. 

Several months in, most programs have settled into a “new 
normal.” Some rotations have shifted to a telemedicine plat-
form, while others have continued or returned to in-person 
with utilization of PPE and physical distancing in workspac-
es. Didactics will remain virtual for the remainder of the ac-
ademic year. 

Communication remains mainly virtual as the vast majority 
of our staff and faculty continue to work from home—I’d ar-
gue that I have more communication with my team than I did 
pre-pandemic!
 
The utilization of virtual platforms for didactics, administra-
tive meetings and other activities have been shown to be use-
ful—eliminating transition times between meetings, allowing 
learners and faculty from across all campuses to easily engage 
and resulting in higher participation in education-related ac-
tivities in some instances.
 
A plea to our faculty that are seeing patients in a telemedicine 
format: our medical students need more patient experiences 
given the declining number of rotations accepting medical 
students. If you are willing to have a medical student attend 
visits virtually with you, please contact Dr. Himanshu Agraw-
al—it has been a relatively easy process to include supervision 
of trainees and allow students to participate in telemedicine 
visits.
 
Our upcoming challenge is to pivot to virtual recruitment for 
the upcoming academic year. All internal and external candi-
dates for all of our programs will interview via a virtual plat-
form. We are working to develop materials to showcase each 
of our programs and create an interview experience that is 
comparable to an in-person experience.
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our program 
directors, educational coordinators, and all of our trainees for 
their flexibility, responsiveness and positive attitude during 
these ever-changing times. I am thankful to be able to lead a 
group so dedicated to psychiatric education. 

Christina L. Wichman, DO, FAPM
Professor, Departments of Psychiatry

Clinical Notes
ADVERSITY BECOMES
INSPIRATION

I cannot begin to outline the innumerable lessons learned 
from COVID-19 in under 400 words, though I’ll offer a sam-
pling here. These lessons are embedded in the rapid and un-
ending adjustments made by every role in our clinic opera-
tions, including front desk, nurses, intake and referral staff, 
therapists, and prescribers, and—of course—our patients. 
The succinct response would be to say that, “only everything” 
has changed, except for the ever-consistent provision of elite, 
compassionate and competent care that we collectively strive 
to offer.
 

Operating within the confines of a pandemic has challenged 
us to adapt and take on tasks that we would never have imag-
ined six months ago. Who would have thought that a psychi-
atry clinic would direct its staff and clinicians to work from 
home? With this abrupt shift to remote work, away went the 
five-minute patient check-in. Now the steps are many and at 
times complicated. Current administrative preparation for an 
appointment can begin as early as two weeks prior. I will spare 
you the details—and lessons—of why this is the case.
 

Among the many adjustments for therapists and prescribers 
have been the unwelcome and disruptive inconsistency when 
trying to electronically connect with a patient. Patience and 
perseverance have been the key for all involved. Moreover 
with new information coming out daily, we all have contend-
ed with an ongoing revamping of policies and procedures just 
as everyone is hoping to settle into some semblance of routine.
 

Common office gatherings and casual interactions that built 
camaraderie and support are no longer taken for granted. In-
stead, people are hunkered down mostly at home or some in 
their offices attending to back-to-back webinars, Doximity, 
Bluejeans, and MyChart. None of these platforms replace the 
essence, pleasure, and (occasional, of course) frustration of 
meeting with colleagues and patients in person.
 

Our Department and the Tosa Clinic led the organization-
al charge to convert from in-person to virtual treatment. To 
succeed, we had to completely and rapidly redesign almost all 
workflows to ensure our patients could be seen while main-
taining compliance with federal requirements and state certi-
fication standards. I am so inspired by how nimbly and quick-
ly we transitioned to telephone and video methods of care, 
always keeping patient needs at the forefront. It truly has been 
the united and selfless efforts by everyone that makes working 
here under adverse conditions easier.
 

Bob Huberty, MSW, LCSW
Program Director
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Notes from Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatry
IT’S A TEST

When reflecting on the subject for this edition of PSYCHED, I 
think of the dedication of the faculty and staff in the division 
of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry as they continue to pro-
vide excellent patient care in a rapidly-changing environment 
filled with rapidly-changing information. 

Much of the information has been uncertain and many times 
conflicting. In some ways, it feels as though we are living in an 
ongoing Wisconsin Card Sort Test (WCST). Wikipedia tells 
us the WCST allows the clinician to speculate to the following 
frontal lobe functions: strategic planning, organized search-
ing, utilizing environmental feedback to shift cognitive sets, 
directing behavior toward achieving a goal, and modulating 
impulsive responding. In short, the WCST helps to measure 
the ability to change problem-solving strategies when needed. 
The COVID-19 world may have done the WCST one better in 
that sometimes it seems the rules are being shifted by emerg-
ing science and at other times by other agendas. This makes 
decision making doubly difficult.

Many families are trying to balance the goals of keeping their 
children healthy, continuing their education, and maintain-
ing their social connections and growth. There has been in-
formation all across the board, that children are immune to 
COVID-19 and school should go on as always, though chil-
dren, through their lack of symptoms, are super spreaders and 
a return to school will result in a major surge of cases amongst 
the vulnerable. Schools have responded with all in-person 
schedules (with masking, social distancing, and hand hygiene) 
to all virtual to avoid contact, or some hybrid in between.

The same need for balance is true in the provision of medi-
cal and mental health care at CW. There has been significant 
effort by everyone in the health system to ensure that we are 
present for kids and families to live up to the motto of, “Pro-
viding the best and safest care”. The faculty and staff in the 
Child and Adolescent Division are adapting and shifting our 
processes while maintaining our target of excellence in patient 
care in this unusual time. All the while, we remember to keep 
ourselves and our families physically and emotionally well. 

I want to express my thanks to all of those in the Division for 
their thoughtful input and the care they have shown for their 
patients, and one another, as we continue to adapt and change 
as the pandemic continues to evolve.

And now to turn over today’s card…

Robert Chayer, MD
Associate Professor, Chucker Aring Chair of Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatry, Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
Vice-Chair of Child and Adolescent Services, MCW

Research Notes
EFFECTIVE COVID-19
COPING EFFORTS

The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly affected everyone 
and has disrupted how we live, work, interact, and care for 
ourselves. Unlike most calamities with a beginning and end, 
the life disruptions and losses are sustained. No end is yet in 
sight. Behavioral research is needed to guide the development 
of effective COVID-19 prevention, care, and coping efforts. 
Research can then identify areas of greatest need, develop 
strategies to meet those needs, and evaluate the effectiveness of 
programs for those who are most vulnerable. Although none 
of us were trained in COVID-19 research, we all now have the 
opportunity and responsibility to apply lessons learned from 
research in other behavioral medicine areas to what is likely 
the greatest public health emergency of our time. 

A team at CAIR was awarded support from the Advancing 
a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment Fund in April, 2020 for 
“Mobilizing 1,000 Social Influencers for COVID-19 Preven-
tion, Care, and Coping.” The project, named “1,000 Home-
town Heroes,” uses community-engaged methods to identify 
Milwaukee residents, especially in the inner-city North and 
South sides, well-connected with others on social media plat-
forms. These community influencers receive posts and social 
media contacts several times a week on topics and resources 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic and then pass this infor-
mation on to the networks of community members, their con-
nections—friends, family, neighbors, church members, and 
others. Communication is in both English and Spanish, and 
topics have included locations for free groceries and meals, 
assistance sources if facing eviction or home violence, and 
helping others cope with the stress of COVID-19. After four 
months, 1,000 Hometown Heroes is already being followed by 
over 700 social influencers and its messages have been passed 
by them to over 31,000 people. Approximately 40% of Home-
town Heroes are African American and 20% are Latino.

Research can improve the behavioral health of communities 
under great strain from COVID-19 by understanding the im-
pact of mental health on community members, developing 
and evaluating behavioral health interventions to be quickly 
adapted by communities, collaborating with community care-
giver networks and groups, and—because a COVID-19 vac-
cine will one day become available—identifying factors that 
will influence people’s willingness to vaccinate against the dis-
ease, especially those who may view a new vaccine with mis-
trust and skepticism. Behavioral health research plays an im-
portant role in helping communities cope with the pandemic.

Jeffrey A. Kelly, PhD
Professor and Director, Center for AIDS Intervention 
Research (CAIR)
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“WALK 22” BRINGS AWARENESS
On August 22, 2020, the Captain John D. Mason Veteran Peer 
Outreach Program hosted the first annual “Walk 22—In Pre-
vention of Veteran Suicide,” bringing awareness to the 22 vet-
erans per day that die by suicide. Veteran peer specialist Chris 
Swift led the 22-mile Walk, comprised of in-person and virtual 
walkers, starting at the Hank Aaron Trail on the VA grounds, 
making their way to the Milwaukee County Zoo, throughout 
the city to the War Memorial Center, ending at the Milwaukee 
County Veteran Services Office. Participants were encouraged 
to walk 2.2 blocks, 2.2 miles, or the entire 22 miles. The team 
completed the walk in just under eight hours. Walk 22 was 
hosted live on the program’s Facebook at points along the route. 

The Captain John D. Mason Veteran Peer Outreach Program 
was created in 2018 in honor of a Vietnam Veteran who lost his 
personal battle with depression and PTSD. It is a collaboration 
between the MCW Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral 
Medicine and the Clement J. Zablocki VA. The program aims to 
save lives by locating Veterans in need and connecting them to 
Veteran peers, who can best directly connect them with other 
Veterans and VA health services. 

In 2017, the State of Wisconsin experienced 918 deaths by sui-
cide. Nearly one in five (182) of suicides happened to a Veteran. 
In most cases, Veterans have little to no contact with the VA, 
physicians, and mental health staff. An estimated 70 percent of 
Veterans who die by suicide are not regular users of VA ser-
vices. The program’s goal is to establish healthcare for Veterans 
not affiliated with the VA.

Once COVID became a factor in outreach, the program quick-
ly added a virtual outreach event, Walk 22. Many challenges 
were involved in hosting this event amid COVID-19 including 
limited time for advertising, in-person participation, and heat 
factors. However, Walk 22’s goal of bringing awareness to Vet-
eran suicide was still successfully met based on the overwhelm-
ing support received from Facebook followers, Veterans, virtual 
walkers, businesses, and co-workers. 

The Captain John D. Mason Program is looking forward to 
hosting its 2021 event geared toward Veterans and their fam-
ilies. Learn more:
• Susan Smykal—(414) 955-8914, ssmykal@mcw.edu
• Chris Swift—(262) 227-2050, cjswift@mcw.edu
• Mark Flower—(414) 238-1798, mflower@mcw.edu. 

Susan Smykal
Captain John D. Mason Veteran Peer Outreach Program
Senior Administrative Assistant, Medical College of Wisconsin

Notes from the VA
WE ARE ADAPTABLE 
CREATURES

What a challenging past six months this has been due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic! One day we are attending concerts 
and basketball games with thousands of people and the next 
day we are isolated at home, wearing masks, and doing video 
calls to family, friends, and patients. It seems like an episode 
from The Twilight Zone. At the VA, we have had our questions 
through the ebb and flow of the pandemic. How should we see 
our patients—in person or remotely? If we see them in-per-
son, should we wear personal protective equipment (PPE), 
what type of PPE, and will there be enough? Or should we be 
working from home? And how will that work? 

The concerns and solutions changed week by week and month 
by month. We followed CDC guidelines. We were able to pro-
vide enough PPE. Much of our staff come into work. In the 
Mental Health Division, we continue to provide most of our 
treatment remotely, with in-person visits determined by indi-
vidual providers. We did not shut down any of our programs 
and required COVID-19 screening for staff and Veterans prior 
to entry. Our medical center will be at 75% operational by Sep-
tember 14, 2020, with only three to five positive COVID-19 
cases on our inpatient unit the past few weeks. And what do 
our program managers think? Here are some of their thoughts.

Outpatient care in Green Bay, Samantha Wildeman, PhD: One 
of the most striking positive consequences that have come as 
a result of COVID-19 is the implementation of virtual mental 
health care. Veterans have generally reported more comfort 
and higher satisfaction with the virtual delivery of their care 
than providers are. Knowing this, our team has consistently 
worked to push the boundaries of their own comfort to pro-
vide effective, quality care despite the pandemic’s limitations.

Outpatient Milwaukee, Gina Kangas, MSW: What have we 
learned due to COVID-19 is that the safety measures (mask 
wearing, social distancing, conscious hand washing) do work. 
We have had minimal employees contract COVID. Our em-
ployees and Veterans are resilient and adapt to change easily. 
The transition in outpatient mental health from face-to-face 
care to virtual was overall seamless. 

Acute Mental Health Unit, Amanda Gregas, PhD: We are 
adaptable creatures, and COVID-19 has been a reminder of 
that! We as providers truly need to practice what we preach. 
We have renewed and increased empathy for our patients who 
face huge obstacles every day, and still, we remain hopeful to-
gether throughout this pandemic.

Bertrand D. Berger, PhD
Assistant Professor • Mental Health Division Manager
Clement J. Zablocki VA Medical Center
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Know someone in the Department that 
we all should “get to know?” Email your 

nomination to kjames@mcw.edu

KIRTI THUMMALA
Assistant Professor
Department of Neurology Headache Department of Neurology Headache 
Medicine Program Medicine Program 

What is your educational background?
I graduated from the University of Michigan with a BS in bio-
psychology. After completing my PhD in clinical psychology 
at Arizona State University, I returned to the Midwest to do my 
pre-doctoral internship and post-doctoral fellowship at Rush 
University Medical Center in Chicago. 

How long have you worked at MCW?
I started at MCW in July of this year.

Describe your typical day.
I spend part of my time at Froedtert’s Neuroscience Clinic pro-
viding outpatient psychotherapy to individuals with chronic 
headache pain. Otherwise, I’m usually in my office in the HUB 
working on setting up the Headache Psychology program. I’ve 
also been doing lots of virtual meetings to get to know Psy-
chology faculty at MCW, Froedtert and Children’s.

What do you like most about your job—what attracted you 
to this field?
My interest in pain psychology grew out of an interest in 
mindfulness meditation (mindfulness-based interventions are 
widely used to help people cope with chronic pain). What I 
like most about my job is helping patients who feel emotional-
ly and physically debilitated by their pain condition to pursue 
a life that feels meaningful and purposeful despite it.  

Tell us about life outside of MCW.
My fiancé John and I enjoy cooking together and we’ve been 
dabbling in gardening. Lately, however, all our free time goes 
towards re-planning our wedding into a COVID-conscious 
“microwedding.” We’re very much looking forward to it! 

Just for fun—what are your favorite movies, books, music?  
I just finished reading Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi 
Adichie—I highly recommend it! I’m also a big fan of podcasts 
and my two recent favorites are Throughline and The Dropout.  

Tell us a fun/unique fact about yourself.
I’m what I call a “part-time” vegan—I eat mostly plant-based 
foods, allowing meat and dairy in moderation. Being new to 
this area, I welcome any vegan restaurant recommendations!

MARC GUNDERSON
Assistant Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine, 
Tosa Center and CP at North Hills

What is your educational background?
I have a BS is in biology from UCLA. And I did both my med-
ical school and residency education here at MCW. 

How long have you worked at MCW?
I “officially” started on staff at MCW on July 15.

Describe your typical day.
A typical day means I spend the majority of my time seeing 
patients in my outpatient practice. And lately, of course, that 
has meant spending time virtually with them.

What do you like most about your job—what attracted you 
to this field?
I have always found psychopathology fascinating. I partic-
ularly like psychotherapy and getting to know patients over 
time. Psychiatry is an attractive field because it is intellectually 
stimulating, allows you to help people who are suffering but 
also allows you to maintain a healthy lifestyle balance between 
work, family, and other interests.

Tell us about life outside of MCW.
My wife, Stephanie is also a physician at MCW, in REI. We 
have one child, Maggie, and we are excited to announce we 
have a second child on the way, and he or she is due in early 
2021. Craft beer is probably my most passionate hobby, but I 
also like photography.

Just for fun—what are your favorite movies, books, music?  
I’m into anything to do with Star Wars. My all-time favorite 
book is The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck. And my favor-
ite music depends on my mood for the day.

Tell us a fun/unique fact about yourself.
I like to download and listen to live concert performances, 
and I’m guessing I easily have over 500 recordings to fit said 
mood for the day!
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MELISSA HAYES
Senior Administrative Assistant
Child Psychiatry Consultation Program 
(CPCP) and The Periscope Project

What is your educational background?
I have earned both my BS in psychology and my Masters in 
education from Carroll University.

How long have you worked at MCW?
I have been employed at MCW since March 2020.

Describe your typical day.
I triage for both CPCP and The Periscope Project, maintain a 
community resource database with programs and services that 
support the mental wellbeing of perinatal women, manage so-
cial media platforms, participate in the development of con-
tent for our quarterly newsletters, compose correspondence, 
and complete other various duties for the programs as needed.

What do you like most about your job—what attracted you 
to this field?
I have always had a passion for helping others. I experience 
greater job satisfaction when I feel what I do makes a differ-
ence to others, and I feel that way in my current position. With 
the lack of sub-specialty psychiatry in the state, I connect pro-
viders to our team of sub-specialty psychiatrists or needed re-
sources. This increases the quality of healthcare and life for the 
patient. I also enjoy constantly learning. I have already learned 
so much in the past few months. Everyone has been so helpful, 
knowledgeable and a pleasure to work with.

Tell us about life outside of MCW.
In my spare time, I volunteer weekly at a local animal shelter. 
I especially enjoy working with the dogs and partaking in any 
outreach we do in the community. It is through this volunteer 
work that I have a one-year-old pup named Laurel. She quickly 
became a forever foster and member of my family last fall. I 
also enjoy spending time with my family outdoors by camp-
ing, hiking, and gardening together. I love being outdoors as 
much as I can be. I feel the Wisconsin weather would be per-
fect if we could just rotate between spring, summer, and fall—
skip the winter thing!   

Just for fun—what are your favorite movies, books, music?  
I enjoy a vast array of music and books, almost anything. My 
all-time favorite movie is Star Wars, particularly the earlier 
ones in the series.

Tell us a fun/unique fact about yourself.
I’m known for baking amazing desserts. On the list of most 
requested ones are my chocolate cake, cheesecake, and banana 
split torte. Decadent good!
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With the George Floyd murder in Minnesota and the more With the George Floyd murder in Minnesota and the more 
recent Jacob Blake shooting in Kenosha, racism, social injustice, recent Jacob Blake shooting in Kenosha, racism, social injustice, 
and police brutality have rightly returned to the front of and police brutality have rightly returned to the front of 
national concern and conversation. This time, we cannot let the national concern and conversation. This time, we cannot let the 
opportunity pass and we must bring about the movement and opportunity pass and we must bring about the movement and 
change that finally and completely address these key issues.  change that finally and completely address these key issues.  

How is this impacting and how will this impact the Department How is this impacting and how will this impact the Department 
of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine? How is this impacting of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine? How is this impacting 
your Chair? your Chair? My eyes have been opened. My eyes have been opened. I now realize that I I now realize that I 
was not doing enough for our Department and our community was not doing enough for our Department and our community 
to support efforts of embracing diversity and inclusion, and to support efforts of embracing diversity and inclusion, and 
toward ending racism. I apologize for this and I vow to do better. toward ending racism. I apologize for this and I vow to do better. 
This Department’s leadership is committed toward an ongoing This Department’s leadership is committed toward an ongoing 
continuous improvement effort working toward advancing a continuous improvement effort working toward advancing a 
culture that embraces diversity and inclusion and which is anti-culture that embraces diversity and inclusion and which is anti-
racist.  racist.  

Toward this end, we must continue to be intentional with a Toward this end, we must continue to be intentional with a 
persevering strategy.  We have already begun to take some initial persevering strategy.  We have already begun to take some initial 
steps. We have held two Department-wide faculty and staff steps. We have held two Department-wide faculty and staff 
listening sessions, and a separate staff listening session focusing listening sessions, and a separate staff listening session focusing 
on diversity, inclusion and anti-racism. To get more feedback on diversity, inclusion and anti-racism. To get more feedback 
and input, we are creating staff and faculty focus group listening and input, we are creating staff and faculty focus group listening 
sessions. We have held a Department-wide session to get input sessions. We have held a Department-wide session to get input 
and guidance from staff and faculty on how to develop our and guidance from staff and faculty on how to develop our 
own Departmental Diversity and Inclusion Action Committee own Departmental Diversity and Inclusion Action Committee 
(DIAC). Going forward, our Town Hall meetings and faculty/(DIAC). Going forward, our Town Hall meetings and faculty/
staff meetings will intentionally include an ongoing update on staff meetings will intentionally include an ongoing update on 
progress in this critical work.  In our next progress in this critical work.  In our next PSYCHEDPSYCHED our theme  our theme 
will be diversity and inclusion.  will be diversity and inclusion.  

This is just the start of what you will find to be a sustained effort. This is just the start of what you will find to be a sustained effort. 
With you, I am committed to moving our Department forward With you, I am committed to moving our Department forward 
toward developing a culture that embraces diversity, inclusion, toward developing a culture that embraces diversity, inclusion, 
and anti-racism. Thank you for your thoughtful input and for and anti-racism. Thank you for your thoughtful input and for 
supporting this critically important effort.supporting this critically important effort.

Sincerely, JonSincerely, Jon

DEPARTMENT HAPPENINGS

JOIN THE MOVEMENT—BECOME A HOMETOWN HERO

1000 Hometown Heroes is a social movement 
promoting the heroic actions of WI community members, 

the neighbors, friends, and family members 
who share information or resources, provide support, 

and help each other during this difficult time. 

Get one of our awesome stickers/buttons when you complete 
a short survey. Become a 1000 Hometown Hero, 

provide some valuable feedback, and have a chance 
to be entered into future prize drawings! 

#1000HometownHeroes
https://edrc.mcw.edu/redcap/surveys/s=RKTJRNJPFN

THIS YEAR WE’RE GOING VIRTUAL!

2020 SE Wisconsin Heart & Stroke Walk/5k Run2020 SE Wisconsin Heart & Stroke Walk/5k Run
Saturday, September 19Saturday, September 19  •• 9 a.m. 9 a.m.

When you donate, you get something back that’s priceless—
satisfaction knowing your donation helped fund research 

that could cure heart disease and stroke.

Click here to donate now: https://bndfr.com/czqr4
Download our Virtual Tool Kit: milwaukeeheartwalk@heart.org

Thanks for your support!
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IN MEMORY OF CHARLES E. KUBLYIN MEMORY OF CHARLES E. KUBLY
Supported by the Stephen T. Sexton Memorial FoundationSupported by the Stephen T. Sexton Memorial Foundation

9th Annual Depression Recognition Day9th Annual Depression Recognition Day
Thursday, October 8, 2020Thursday, October 8, 2020

12:00–3:00 p.m.  12:00–3:00 p.m.  ••  Virtual presentations  Virtual presentations
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MY EYES HAVE BEEN OPENED


